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ABSTRACT 

Dynamic solar screens can perform more efficiently 

according to the environmental changes. This paper 

presents a current development of an in-progress 

research that explores an origami-based facade design 

to control daylight uniformity. The simulation was 

carried out for a south oriented façade of an office 

room in Aswan, Egypt, through two phases. The 

previous optimized results represent the static base 

case, which were be compared to the proposed 

dynamic model. The first phase simulated 

kaleidocycle screen at 21-March, 21-June, 21-

September and 21-December taken of working day 

hours [8AM – 6PM]. The Second phase used 

comparative analysis of parametric simulation results 

for the same dates. Results demonstrate that dynamic 

solar screens achieved a better daylighting 

performance in comparison to optimized static base 

case in the winter season.  

INTRODUCTION 

Although façades have historically been static 

systems, they are designed to respond to many 

different scenarios. Often, façades are needed to 

perform functions that are contradictory to each other 

in order to control the indoor environment (Sharaidin 

K. B., 2012) .The climatic conditions which provide 

its environmental context in any geographical location 

vary between morning and afternoon, between day 

and night and between the seasons.  One of the 

primary functions of buildings is to protect occupants 

from the extremes of climate, and as such building 

skins act as moderators between internal and external 

conditions (Velikov & Thün, 2013). Buildings must 

'damp' the extremes of climate to produce comfortable 

internal conditions (Wigginton & Harris, 2002). The 

building skin can provide with the ability to accept or 

reject free energy from the external environment, and 

as a result reduce the amount of artificial energy 

required to achieve comfortable internal conditions. 

Most available envelopes design works either heating 

or cooling is the dominant climate, but not both. In 

short, such envelope designs provide less-than-

optimal building performance during some periods of 

the year (Wang & Beltrán, 2012). 

The design logic of architectural skins is based on a 

more sustainable approach through improving the 

energy performance of a building (Nielsen et al., 

2011) & (Bougiatioti et al., 2009). One way to 

improve building energy efficiency would be to 

develop dynamic solar screens systems that can alter 

their thermal and optical properties according to 

seasonal/daily climatic variations (Wang & Beltrán, 

2012). The decisions about the geometrical forms, the 

materials, or the construction details, are made to 

moderate the energy exchange. The contemporary 

emphasis within architectural design on 

environmental performance has led to a renewal of 

interest in the capacity for facades to be kinetically 

responsive (Ramzy & Fayed, 2011). A common 

approach is to augment buildings with kinetic 

capability, allowing buildings to alter their physical 

shape in response to climate conditions (Beesley et al., 

2006) (Kronenburg, 2007) (Kensek & Hansanuwat, 

2011). 

As environmental conditions and user needs change 

over the course of day, night and seasonal cycles, 

therefore, dynamic solar screens can potentially 

undergo significant deformation. The movement of 

building façade is usually used to control buildings’ 

exposure to environmental conditions such as direct 

sunlight, noise and wind. (Gu, 2014) , this could be 

through translation, rotation, and scaling of building 

components, or the controllable transformation of 

material properties, thus enable building skin to react 

and anticipate changes in environmental conditions. 

(Moloney J. , 2011). At present the kinetics is basic, 

but there is no doubt that the current trajectory of 

research into responsive building facades will 

continue, with the result that more sophisticated 

technical solutions will be available (Favoino et al.,  

2014). 

Kinetic architecture 

Regarding the kinetic envelope, it belongs to the issue 

of kinetic architecture that initially was first 

demonstrated by the literature “Kinetic Architecture” 

wrote by Willian Zuk and Roger Clark. They defined 

kinetic architecture as “the architectural form, which 

could be inherently displaceable, deformable, 

expandable or capable of kinetic movement” (Zuk & 

Clark, 1970). Examples of adaptive kinetic buildings 

are usually found among those that have been referred 

to as intelligent, smart, responsive, dynamic, and 

active (Kroner, 1997) [Fox, 2003]. These 
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characteristics are mainly exhibited by structures that 

are foldable and not foldable, collapsible or 

demountable, deployable, transportable and portable, 

mobile and nomadic, mass-produced, ephemeral, and 

transformable. (Sanchez-del-Valle, 2005) 

Some practices and thesis consistently justify 

moveable facades can offer promising energy savings 

and indoor comfort. For example, (Selkowi et. al, 

2003) argued that we need an intelligently controlled, 

dynamic envelope to be able to give optimal 

performance for most of time periods during the year 

which is not affordable by static all-glass envelopes. 

Some of previous publications addressed the daylight 

performance of dynamic solar screens and suggested 

possible configurations for daylight performance. 

(Sharaidin M. &., 2012) presented a method and 

process of work for different types of motion 

suggested for kinetic configurations where the kinetic 

motion selections were based on the pattern of 

geometry, kinetic surface behaviour, and the size of 

the surface. Besides, Velasco & Robles (2011) used 

the analysis of climatic data in contrast to ideal 

comfort conditions to define the main specific 

functions of the building envelope. They studied the 

geometrically related design parameters built on 

Rhinoceros-running Grasshopper, producing specific 

digital models to be evaluated using structural and 

environmental software packages (Velasco & Robles, 

2011). 

 

The literature review demonstrated the usefulness of 

using dynamic solar screens in enhancing daylighting 

performance and reducing energy consumption. 

However, a limited number of studies addressed the 

evaluation method of the daylighting and energy 

performance of dynamic solar screens quantitatively. 

Origami Concept 

The folding system is one of the various types of 

dynamic systems. Therefore, the dynamic screen 

concept is not originally an intelligent one, but it 

represents the ability of controlling the structure by 

moving part or all of it (Sherbini & Krawczyk 2004). 

Origami transformation was analysed in terms of skin 

components, defined as the transformation of 

arrangement and geometry of individual kinetic parts 

and the motion of control means between them 

(Moloney J. , 2011).  

Many origami explorations of the triangular-based 

skins have been tested, (Lee & Leounis, 2011) 

presented a surface manipulation tool that can 

transform the arrangement of folding planar surfaces, 

while (Crawford, 2010) studied a family of folding 

geometry to provide ventilation using parametric 

modelling. It can be argued that origami screens 

present efficient solution that can be used externally to 

minimize heat gain while providing appropriate 

daylighting. For example, the 25-story twin office 

towers in the United Arab Emirates merges the 

origami façade concept with the intelligent sensor-

controlled screen that responds dynamically to the 

sun, folding to shade or expose the building Figure 1.  

 

Figure 1  Al Bahar Towers in Abu Dhabi, The folding 

shading system, opens and closes according to sun's 

position 

Kaleidocycle Modelling Approach 

Under the spectrum of the research context, several 

experiments on the configuration of the kaleidocycle 

unit were carried out. Kaleidocycles are rotating rings 

of tetrahedrons, well known from recreational 

mathematics as a part of 3d volumetric folding 

origami explorations (Fowler & Guest, 2005). 

Kaleidocycles have many types, the Hexagonal 

Kaleidocycles are the most rigid, stable and interesting 

type. It is made up of six irregular tetrahedrons with 

three symmetry-distinct configurations (Fowler & 

Guest, 2005). 

The kaleidocycle module was tested on hexagonal 

planar uniform tiling of identical kaleidocycle 

modules for the purpose of study as it was 

recommended that triangular and hexagonal patterns 

provide good edge detection (Moloney J. , 2011). A 

series of procedures are used (rotate, move and mirror) 

to maintain the movement of the system in a closed 

cycle path of movement. The primary concept of the 

parametric model, shown in Figure 2, is that when it 

rotates, the hole at the centre periodically disappears 

(it closes up) to control different levels of daylight 

penetration, this hole has a variable opening diameter, 

which will be optimized to minimize the total energy 

demand of the space.   

 

Figure 2 Hexagonal Kaleidocycle motion 

Daylighting simulation tools and metrics 

Daylighting control is one of important aspects in 

which dynamic solar screens could be a major benefit. 

It is very easy to predict the movement of the sun using 

diurnal and annual patterns. (Givoni, 1998).  

Tools: Daylighting simulations have achieved a high 

standard of accuracy and realism in the last decade. 

(Lehar, 2007). Sophisticated design tools exist for 

daylight illuminance calculations such as ADELINE 

and RADIANCE, which are accurate tools for 

complex room geometries. (Vartiainen, 2000). In 

order to use RADIANCE for daylighting simulation, 
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DIVA for Rhino was used (Solemma, 2014). DIVA 

stands for Design Iterate Validate Adapt, is an 

environmental analysis plugin for the Rhinoceros 3D 

Nurbs modelling program (McNeel, 2010) which 

performs a daylight analysis on an existing 

architectural model via interfacing Radiance for 

annual simulation and illuminance computation. 

(Reinhart, 2011). 

Parametric modelling potentials 

Parametric modelling tools were used to evaluate 

kinetic concepts, its performance and the impact of its 

behaviour in respond to various environment 

conditions. This task ware evaluated through different 

integration of form finding software, parametric 

models and environmental analysis tools. The 

importance of these evaluations was to provide data to 

designers on facades performance (Sharaidin M. &., 

2012).Therefore, we have used the parametric 

modelling techniques to allow us to explore different 

kaleidocycle parameters and understand its impact on 

the building performance.  

OBJECTIVES 

The paper aimed to test the dynamic kaleidocycle 

facade configuration that can be morphed enhancing 

daylight performance thus contributes to achieve 

better daylighting adequacy in office spaces. The used 

methodology aims to show how dynamic facade can 

be evaluated quantitatively by using integrated 

simulations approach.We aimed to evaluate the 

effectiveness of dynamic screens compared to static 

one. 

METHODOLOGY 

In engineering, there are no standards for the design 

and analysis of transformable structures, besides there 

is limited data about the actual behaviour of the 

dynamic systems and its consequences. So in the case 

of origami-based transformable facades, animated 

simulations of the transformation process during 

folding can identify problems in the initial geometric 

conception, and can be used for further morphological 

explorations. Using integrated simulations assist the 

design, analysis or optimization of the proposed 

system. The models used in the simulation need to be 

validated to confirm they accurately represent the 

system under investigation.  

The study was built on the results of previous 

academic research that explores an origami-based 

facade design for hot arid climates to control daylight 

uniformity. (Elghazi et al., 2014) research 

demonstrated that Kaleidocycle rings of 30 cm size 

and 64 rotation’s angle reached results that exceed 

LEED v4 requirements while passing Daylight 

availability standards. (Wagdy et al., 2015) continued 

to find that optimized kaleidocycle rings of 26 cm size 

and 64 rotation angle reached the balance point 

between daylight and thermal performance and 

achieved a remarkable energy saving in comparison to 

non-optimized configuration. The previous results are 

considered as a static base case which will be 

compared to our new proposed dynamic model. The 

first phase dealt with iterative simulation runs of the 

latter base case for four dates of the year, March 21, 

June 21, September 21 and December 21 taken every 

hour of the working day from 8:00 am to 6:00 pm. The 

Second phase was conducted using comparative 

analysis of parametric simulation results for the same 

dates.  

Standard Office Model: The optimal configuration of 

the facade module is investigated for an office space, 

located in Aswan, Egypt (24°05′N 32°54′E), which 

belongs to a hot desert arid climate classification (Peel 

et al., 2007). It is characterized by high direct solar 

radiation and clear sky which demands special façade 

treatments to minimize heat gain while providing 

appropriate daylighting. 

Using Rhinoceros and Grasshopper, a model was 

created for a hypothetical indoor office space of 20 m2 

area (4 m (w) x 5 m (l) x 3.0 m (h)). The cell office is 

a sidelit space facing the south direction at the first 

floor. Kaleidocycle rings will be applied to this south-

oriented façade. The model simulation parameters and 

materials are illustrated in Figure 3 and Table 1. 

Table 1: Parameters of the used office room 

Indoor Space Parameters 

Internal Surfaces Materials 

Walls Reflectance= 50% 

Ceiling Reflectance= 80% 

Floor Reflectance= 20% 

Kaleidocycle Reflectance= Metal diffuse 

Window Parameters 

Glazing VT= 80% 

Figure 3 Office 2D model with kaleidocycle skin 

Kaleidocycle Facade logic 

Kaleidocycle angle of rotation is considered the main 

variable of the design which is controlled with 

numeric slider to test daylight performance all around 

the year. Kaleidocycle different rotation angles 

ranging from 5 to 90 degrees with a step size of 5 
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degrees, repeated angles are found with different 

configurations to be considered as shown in Figure 4. 

Figure 4 Shows the kaleidocycle rotation angles, 18 

cases ranging from 5 to 90 degrees (step size= 5 

degrees). 

Simulation logic 

The simulation process that was conducted on this 

research can be considered as an evaluation 

methodology of daylighting performance for dynamic 

solar screens. Daylighting design is a key aspect of 

building rating systems such as Leadership in Energy 

and Environmental Design system (LEED). It uses 

metrics such as Daylight autonomy (DA), which is the 

percentage of annual work hours during which all or 

part of a building’s lighting needs can be met through 

daylighting alone (Reinhart et al., 2006). 

Two metrics in LEED v4 are codified for evaluating 

daylight autonomy design, which allow a daylit space 

to be evaluated for a one year period using two 

different evaluation metrics (IES, 2012). These two 

metrics are Spatial Daylight Autonomy (sDA) and 

Annual Sun Exposure (ASE), which forms together a 

clear picture of daylight performance that can help 

architects to make good design decisions. 

sDA describes how much of a space receives 

sufficient daylight, which should achieve (sDA 300 

lux / 50% of the annual occupied hours) for at least 

55% of the floor area. sDA has no upper limit on 

luminance levels, therefore, ASE is used to describe 

how much of space receives too much direct sunlight, 

which can cause visual discomfort (glare) or increase 

the cooling loads. In LEED v4 ASE measures the 

percentage of floor area that receives at least 1000 lux 

for at least 250 occupied hours per year, which must 

not exceed 10% of floor area (USGBC., 2013).  

These two metrics were set to evaluate static buildings 

performance, which need to be modified to adapt the 

dynamic buildings changeability. For the dynamic 

system evaluation, some point in time performance 

evaluations of the working hours must be established 

to trace the daily, monthly and annually façade 

response for climate changes, therefore HsDA (Hourly 

spatial Daylight Autonomy) is used. HsDA must 

exceeds 300 lux for at least 55% of the floor area, 

where the Hourly Sun Exposure (HSE) is measured 

instead of the Annual Sun Exposure (ASE). HSE 

measures the percentage of floor area that receives at 

least 1000 lux per hour and must not exceed 10% of 

floor area. 

Methodology of stage one 

The aim of this stage is to investigate the daylighting 

performance of the dynamic kaleidocycle screen. The 

reference plane, on which daylighting performance 

was simulated, contained 80 measuring points in a grid 

of 0.5 * 0.5 m. A 0.8 m above floor height reference 

plane was selected in this study. It represents an 

average of the different possible task heights in the 

assumed office space. Experimentation that represents 

year-round performance was conducted using point in 

time simulations to evaluate dynamic solar screens 

daylighting performance. Simulation of the latter base 

case ran for four dates of the year, March 21, June 21, 

September 21 and December 21 taken every hour of 

the working day from 8:00 am to 6:00 pm. 

The simulation process conducted in this paper 

represent a methodology of evaluating daylighting 

requirements for dynamic solar screens using (HsDA) 

and (HSE) metrics. The used graphical interface tool 

DIVA do not provide a straightforward procedure 

which can be used to evaluate the hourly Spatial 

Daylight Autonomy (HsDA). Therefore the 

methodology developed Hourly Spatial Daylight 

Autonomy (HsDA) by calculating the percentage of 

analysis points that exceeds a specified Illuminance 

level (300 lux) hourly, while the percentage of HsDA 

should be at least 55%. For HsDA metric Radiance 

parameters were set as shown in Table 2. 

Table 2: The Radiance parameters set for HsDA and 

Daylight Availability metric 

Ambient 

bounces 

Ambient 

Divisions 
Direct threshold 

6 1000 0 

Hourly Sunlight Exposure (HSE): calculates the 

percentage of the analysis points that exceeds a 

specified illuminance level, 1000 lux without any 

contribution from the sky (IES, 2012). Grasshopper 

was used to collect and filter the Illuminance values of 

each analysis point, and present the HSE percentage 

of each hour for each analysis point that is exposed to 

direct sunlight. Grasshopper facilitates the process for 

all analysis points in order to make it feasible for 

optimization. Table 3 shows the Radiance parameters 

that were used to calculate the HSE. 

Table 3: The Radiance parameters set for the HSE 

Ambient 

bounces 

Ambient 

Divisions 

Direct 

threshold 

6 1000 0 
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Methodology of Stage two 

The aim of this phase is to propose a dynamic solar 

screen rotation angles that can be altered to enhance 

daylighting performance at the tested hours by 

conducting a parametric exhaustive method developed 

by (Wagdy & Fathy, 2015). This stage continues to 

compare the dynamic proposed systems with the static 

base case. However, the authors used a parametric 

algorithm to maximize the percentage of HsDA more 

than 75% while minimizing the over lit and the HSE 

areas. This optimization process of the best possible 

kaleidocycle configuration that produced the highest 

Figure 5 the results of daylighting performance for the critical days of different angles of rotation 
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daylighting performance sometimes resulted in two 

different kaleidocycle configurations. These two 

different configurations could be open or closed 

angles, therefore the authors began to classify them 

into two groups (preferably closed and preferably 

opened). This classification opens up a large platform 

of applications for different purposes: closed for 

privacy and open for external interaction. 

RESULTS 

The following results in Error! Reference source not 

found. represent HsDA and HSE results for different 

angles of rotation (18 cases). The horizontal rows 

indicate the critical days 21-March, 21-June, 21-

September and 21-December, while the columns show 

the daily simulated working hours from 8am to 6pm. 

While Figure 6 illustrate the daylighting performance 

of static base case. 

Figure 6 static base case Results of daylighting 

Performance 

In contrast, Figure 7 and Figure 8 show  the optimum 

results of daylighting performance for dynamic solar 

screen (preferably opened) and (preferably closed) to 

be recommended as an dynamic  kaleidocycle 

configuration that enhance best daylight performance. 

The optimum dynamic solution showed how the 

Kaleidocycle rotation angle became changeable to 

adapt for sun position which allows for better 

daylighting distribution. In both static and dynamic 

cases the daylighting autonomy didn’t reach any 

noticed results in HsDA before 10 am. In the early 

morning, the HsDA results are always unacceptable 

starting from 21-March and improve slowly until 21st 

of December. In 21st of March, at 8:00 am, the lowest 

HsDA results began to reach an acceptable daylighting 

performance at 12:00 pm. While after this time 

daylighting performance of the three solutions gives a 

good daylighting performance. Unacceptable HsDA 

results appears again in December at 6:00 pm. For the 

static base case the HsDA = 82.5 %, and the HSE is 

equal to 5%, while for the dynamic solar screens, the 

HsDA = 82.5 % and the HSE is equal to 0%. The 

reduction in HSE result was due to the ability of 

Dynamic kaleidocycle screen to closes up to reach an 

angle of 20 degrees at 1:00 and 2:00 pm in winter time 

to lessen the effect of HSE getting rid of direct sun 

exposure. Results demonstrate that kinetically 

actuated facade achieved better daylighting 

performance in comparison to optimized static base 

case.   

Figure 7 Optimum Results of daylighting 

Performance (preferably closed) 

Figure 8 Optimum Results of daylighting 

Performance (preferably opened) 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

This paper presents an origami-based facade design 

driven by daylight performance, through 

incorporating daylighting simulation tools (Daysim, 

Radiance) to control daylight uniformity. The 

methodology adopted in this paper can interpolate the 

annual daylighting performance of dynamic screens 

which can be used to compare dynamic and static 

systems using parametric exhaustive search. The 

paper also discussed the idea of selecting preferably 

closed and preferably opened dynamic configuration 

which opens up the platform of applications for 

different purposes: closed for privacy and open for 

external interaction. It is recommended to run a full 

annual simulation, which represent a year-round 

performance for the dynamic screen to trace the daily, 

monthly and annually façade response for climate 

changes to test the usefulness in improving the 

illuminance levels. It is also suggested that a further 

research should discuss the cost efficiency of using 

dynamic solar screens that save energy compared to 

its maintenance cost. In addition, Building a physical 

fabricated mockup of the proposed facade could give 
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another depth for the study when compared to the 

simulated results. 
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